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Abstract In public display contexts, interactions are

spontaneous and have to work without preparation. We

propose gaze as a modality for such contexts, as gaze is

always at the ready, and a natural indicator of the user’s

interest. We present GazeHorizon, a system that demon-

strates spontaneous gaze interaction, enabling users to walk

up to a display and navigate content using their eyes only.

GazeHorizon is extemporaneous and optimised for

instantaneous usability by any user without prior configu-

ration, calibration or training. The system provides inter-

active assistance to bootstrap gaze interaction with

unaware users, employs a single off-the-shelf web camera

and computer vision for person-independent tracking of the

horizontal gaze direction and maps this input to rate-con-

trolled navigation of horizontally arranged content. We

have evaluated GazeHorizon through a series of field

studies, culminating in a 4-day deployment in a public

environment during which over a hundred passers-by

interacted with it, unprompted and unassisted. We realised

that since eye movements are subtle, users cannot learn

gaze interaction from only observing others and as a result

guidance is required.

Keywords Eye tracking � Gaze interaction � Public

displays � Scrolling � Calibration-free � In-the-wild study �
Deployment

1 Introduction

Public displays present a challenging interaction context.

Passers-by engage with public displays spontaneously,

driven by opportunity or emerging information needs.

Users and displays come together as strangers, and yet

interactions have to work without preparation, as they are

usually unplanned. In spite of the challenges, we believe

eye gaze to be a modality of significant potential for the

public display context. Our motivation is that humans

naturally express interest by their gaze. We do this spon-

taneously when a display ‘‘catches our eye’’. Users need

not be in touching distance to express gaze input and can

use gaze through window panes. Public display interactions

are typically of short duration, which favours gaze as a

modality that is always at the ready while also limiting

potential fatigue.

Public display applications vary in their need for input.

There are many scenarios in which information displays

might be improved by gaze control of low complexity.

Arrival/departure screens in airports, mounted overhead

and out of reach, display content that is split over a number

of pages which could be navigated by gaze. Situated map

displays could be made gaze responsive to provide more

detail on areas of interest. Shop displays could employ

gaze to let window-shoppers scroll through offers of
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interest. These scenarios have in common that they

describe spontaneous interactions, where users walk up to a

display they may never have seen before and should able to

interact without further ado.

Enabling gaze for public displays presents a technical

challenge for robust and person-independent tracking of

gaze in the wild, and a design challenge for realising gaze

control in ways that users can discover and use ‘‘on the

spot’’. Existing eye trackers are designed to accurately

track user attention on screens but require controlled con-

ditions [4]. In HCI, they have been embraced for gaze

pointing, where gaze is used as alternative or complement

to other pointing devices [5, 27]. However, gaze pointing

requires careful adaptation to individual users who need to

complete a calibration procedure prior to interaction,

hampering spontaneous use [11]. We argue that public

display settings require a different approach to eye tracking

and gaze input, less fixated on high fidelity but optimised

for instantaneous usability by any user without prior con-

figuration, calibration or training steps.

We present GazeHorizon, a system developed to

demonstrate spontaneous gaze interaction with public

displays [30], illustrated in Fig. 1. The system tackles

three significant challenges to facilitate gaze as a walk-

up-and-use modality. The first challenge is eye tracking in

the wild, for which our system relies on a single camera

mounted with the display. We use computer vision to

track the face of an approaching user, extract and process

eye images, and compute the horizontal gaze direction

using the PCR technique [29]. The resulting input is

limited to the horizontal dimension as vertical eye

movement is not as robustly attainable with a single

camera, but it is person independent and obtained without

any set-up phase.

The second challenge tackled in GazeHorizon is to map

gaze input to intuitively usable control of information

displays, in the absence of a rigid calibration. Conventional

eye gaze mappings are absolute, where a gaze direction is

directly associated with a point on the screen. In

GazeHorizon, we use a relative mapping instead, for rate-

controlled navigation of horizontally organised information

on the screen. The control users gain over the display is

limited to navigation along one dimension, but the map-

ping provides a robust user experience where the gaze

control task is naturally aligned with the visual perception

of the displayed content.

The third challenge addressed in GazeHorizon is to

guide users to discover how they can interact. In conven-

tional use of gaze interfaces, users are either trained a priori

or assisted by an expert (e.g. by an experimenter in a

usability laboratory). In the public display context, the

system itself has to provide all necessary assistance to

bootstrap interaction, as users have no prior awareness of

the system’s interactive capability. To address this prob-

lem, we have conducted field studies with the system to

understand what guidance users require and to develop

visual cues and interactive assistance. The result is a sys-

tem that enables unaware users to control a display by

gaze, without any training or hand-holding.

GazeHorizon was developed and evaluated through

iterative field studies.1 A first study was designed to elicit

insight into the guidance needed for users to be able to use

gaze for display interaction. A second study tested the

Fig. 1 GazeHorizon enables

users to interact with a public

display using only their eyes.

a Encounter: a passer-by

encounters a GazeHorizon

display. b Walk Up and

Position: the user walks up to

the display, and the interface

shows visual cues to assist the

user to position himself. c Eye-

based Interaction: the user

navigates horizontal content by

moving his eyes; whatever

content the user looks at drifts to

the centre where it comes to a

halt. d Walk Away: the system

resets back to the initial state

after the user walks away and is

ready for the next user.

1 This article is an extended version of the work [30] we presented in

UbiComp 2014. Previous work only highlights the deployment of

GazeHorizon, whereas this article provides a complete report on

detailed observations, lessons learned and in-depth discussions for

each field study.
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efficacy of visual cues added to the system, by inviting

passers-by to complete a task relying solely on the hints

provided by the system itself. In a final study, the system

was deployed in the wild for 4 days to evaluate how pas-

sers-by would interact with it. Over 100 users were

observed engaging with the system, unprompted and

unassisted. Post-interviews with a random sample of users

confirmed that most users had been able to use the system

to explore displayed information by gaze.

The contributions of our work are as follows:

1. In the sum of our work, we provide a real-world

demonstration of spontaneous gaze interaction with

public displays. This represents a first work on gaze

with public displays that goes all the way to show that

gaze can be leveraged in challenging contexts, where

users engage spontaneously and without prior aware-

ness of the gaze capability.

2. The GazeHorizon system itself is novel in the inter-

active capabilities it demonstrates, and the concepts it

employs to achieve these. Innovative aspects include

how gaze input is acquired with a single camera

(expanded in [29]), how gaze is mapped for intuitive

display control and how passers-by are interactively

guided to bootstrap interaction.

3. The system has been developed and evaluated through

extensive field studies, through which we contribute

original insight into challenges in enabling passers-by

to use gaze, and the response of users to different

strategies embodied in the design of our system and

tested in the wild.

2 Related work

Gaze is long established as interaction modality [5], but

only little explored for public display settings. The pre-

vailing paradigm for gaze input is pointing with a direct

mapping to display content, for instance, for desktop con-

trol [27], eye typing [8], enhanced scrolling [7] and remote

target selection [21, 22]. This requires accurate tracking of

a user’s gaze and careful calibration before interaction can

commence. In contrast, we demonstrate use of gaze at lower

fidelity but optimised for instantaneous use in a public

display context. Our approach is person independent which

means that there is no calibration to individual users, and it

requires only minimal instrumentation with a single camera.

Early work on gaze for settings beyond the laboratory

introduced infrared-based eye contact sensors to make

displays attention aware [20, 23]. Gaze locking recently

explored eye contact detection at-a-distance with a single

camera [19]. Beyond eye contact, Vidal et al. [24] showed

that content displayed in motion can be gaze selected

without calibration by exploiting smooth pursuit eye

movement, however, relying on higher fidelity tracking of

gaze with specialist hardware. Zhang et al. [28] introduced

Sideways, a system that classifies gaze into three directions

(left, centre and right). Scrolling was proposed as one

application for Sideways, where a user triggers discrete

scrolling events by casting glances to the left or right.

GazeHorizon is similar in utilising horizontal gaze but

employs a relative mapping for rate-controlled navigation

of displayed information, which is designed to be aligned

with natural gaze attention to content of interest. Other

research on gaze with public displays has considered

specific techniques for gaze estimation (e.g. [14, 18]) and

gaze application (e.g. [3, 21, 22]), but these works abstract

from the real-world deployability on which our work is

focused.

Previous research found that a major challenge in public

display research is to make passers-by aware of the inter-

active affordances of the display and to entice them to

approach the device and begin interaction [6]. However,

the design of a gaze interface often starts with the

assumption that users are aware of the gaze interactivity.

GazeHorizon addresses this problem by integrating inter-

active guidance and is a first gaze interface for public

displays that passers-by are able to use without any prior

awareness of how the system works.

While gaze has not been considered much, there is a

plethora of work employing other modalities for public

display interaction [12]. The most common ones are touch

(e.g. CityWall [15]) and attached input devices such as a

keyboard (e.g. Opinionizer [2]). For settings where a dis-

play is unreachable or cannot be manipulated directly,

research has suggested the use of mobile devices for remote

interaction (e.g. TouchProjector [1]), and whole-body ges-

ture interfaces to eliminate the need for additional devi-

ces [16]. Our focus on gaze, in comparison, is motivated by

the flexibility of gaze as a hands-free modality that is always

at the ready and usable with displays that are out of reach.

Users behave differently in public in comparison with a

controlled setting [10]. For this reason, research in public

displays is often conducted in the field to understand

people’s actual behaviours. Researchers have explored

ways to entice people to interact with displays in public [2]

and observed how people used a multi-touch display in

various social configurations [15]. More recently,

researchers explored methods for passers-by to notice

interactivity of public displays [13], revelation of specific

body gestures for interaction [26], as well as content leg-

ibility on very large displays while walking [17]. Yet, no

previous research has explored the use of gaze for user

interaction with displays in the public domain. GazeHori-

zon, in contrast, has been developed through a series of

field studies to understand the system’s use in practice.
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3 System design of GazeHorizon

The goal of GazeHorizon is to create a system that allows

any passes-by to walk up to a display and to navigate the

displayed information using only their eyes. The system is

designed for deployability in the wild and requires only a

single off-the-shelf web camera—placed either in front or

on top of a display—to capture the presence of users (at a

frame rate of 30 Hz and a resolution of 1280 9 720 px)

and supports interaction of one user at a time. From a

system’s perspective, the interaction involves the following

processes:

Face detection

and tracking:

For every thirty frames, the system

scans for the presence of users

looking towards the display, by

detecting frontal faces. If a group of

users approach the system, only the

person standing in the centre of the

screen (i.e. the face positioned in the

central region) is tracked

continuously.

Eye tracking: When the image resolution of the

tracked face is larger than

200 9 200 px, the system extracts

eye feature points from the face

image. The size restraint corresponds

to a user standing at a distance of

approximately 1.3 m away from the

camera.

Gaze interaction: The system uses the extracted eye

feature points for computing

horizontal gaze direction. The gaze

direction is mapped to rate-controlled

scrolling of the display. When the

user looks to the left, the display is

scrolled to the right (and vice versa),

and the scroll speed varies based on

how far away from the centre that the

user looks.

Reset: If the system detects that the user’s

face has disappeared from its field of

view, the system resets back to the

initial Face detection and tracking

phase.

3.1 Estimating horizontal gaze directions

We use the image processing techniques outlined by

Zhang et al. [28] in the Face detection and tracking and

Eye tracking phases to extract pupil centres and inner

corners. The system calculates the horizontal distance

between the two points for both left (dL) and right (dR)

eyes. As illustrated in Fig. 2, dL and dR are relatively

equal when a user looks straight ahead. However, if the

user looks towards one side, one of the distances increa-

ses, while the other decreases. We exploit the ratio of the

distances for estimating gaze direction, using the Pupil-

Canthi-Ratio (PCR) defined as the distance ratio between

dL and dR [29] where:

PCR ¼

�ðdL

dR

� 1Þ; if dL � dR [ 0;

dR

dL

� 1; if d � dR\0;

0

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð1Þ

PCR represents the visual angle of gaze, relative from

‘‘looking straight ahead’’. A negative PCR denotes a look

to the left, while positive denotes looking right, and a zero

PCR indicates that the user is looking straight ahead.

3.2 Relative mapping of gaze to display control

We use a relative mapping of the estimated gaze direction,

as illustrated in Fig. 2. The mapping is designed to leverage

implicit navigation of the displayed content, where the

scrolling action is triggered by attention to the content and

not perceived as an explicit command. We follow the

principle of whatever a user looks at it moves to the cen-

tre [31]. When the user looks at content located away from

the centre of the display, this results in the scrolling effect of

moving content towards the centre. If the user follows the

content as it becomes centred, the scrolling speed decreases

and the content comes to a halt in the centre of the display.

In order to provide a stable display experience, we do

not map PCR uniformly to scrolling speed, but define lower

and upper thresholds for visual angle relative to the display

inner outer

dR dL VisualAngle

+

Fig. 2 GazeHorizon uses the distances between the pupil centres

from the inner eye corners dL and dR for estimating horizontal gaze

direction, using the PCR technique [29]. The gaze direction is

mapped for rate-controlled scrolling with a self-centring effect. If the

user looks at an object on the right, the display will scroll to the left;

as the user’s gaze naturally follows the object-of-interest, the scrolling

speed will decrease and bring the object to a halt in the centre of the

display
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centre. This allows us to set scrolling speed to zero for a

wider region in the centre of the display and to a maximum

constant for larger visual angles. Note that the system is

based on gaze direction and does not actually predict what

the user is looking at. However, the interaction design

provides a robust illusion of response to the user’s point of

regard. We suggest this mapping of gaze is useful for

exploration of larger information spaces that can be pre-

sented in one dimension along the horizontal axis. A good

example is a timeline, of which the display reveals a part at

any time. The further the user looks towards the edge of the

display, the faster it will scroll to the effect of revealing

new information ‘‘in the direction of interest’’.

4 Guidance for public gaze-based interaction

GazeHorizon is designed for spontaneous gaze interaction

in the public domain. Having an expert onsite to instruct

users is impractical. Instead, displayed information should

be self-explanatory and no prior training of usage should be

required [25]. Gaze is currently an uncommon modality;

many people are unfamiliar with using gaze for interaction.

Our aim is to create a stand-alone interface with interactive

guidance that (1) communicates interactivity to novice

users, so they understand the interaction model of

GazeHorizon; (2) provides the users with appropriate

guidance, so they autonomously adjust themselves into an

optimal position for the system to track their eyes; and (3)

gives dynamic real-time feedback according to the actions

of the users. We conduct a series of field studies to under-

stand how novice users engage GazeHorizon spontaneously.

5 Field study 1: levels of required guidance

The aim of this study is to understand what information

novice users need in order to use GazeHorizon; hence, the

level of guidance they require to figure out the interaction

model. We thus conducted the study in the field by

deploying our system in a public area.

5.1 Setup

We used a 40-inch LCD display (1280 9768 px), positioned

at the height of 115 cm above ground (from the lower bezel).

We placed a web camera on a tripod at the height of 150 cm

above ground and 50 cm in front of the display centre. We

implemented GazeHorizon as an event timeline browser.

Passers-by could browse through events happening around

the local area (see Fig. 3). Events were sorted in ascending

chronological order. Looking left scrolls for earlier events,

while looking right scrolls for future events. Each event was

displayed in a 300 9 480 px box, with a title, a picture, text

description and the date shown at the bottom.

We conducted the study over a 2-day period, in the

reception area of a university building. The building hosts a

computer science department, a café and numerous tech-

nology companies. People with various technology back-

ground passed by everyday. The area was illuminated by

ambient daylight, and ceiling light was turned on during

late afternoon.

5.2 Procedure

During the study, a researcher invited passers-by to take

part. The researcher introduced the system as an interactive

display that showed local events, but never revealed the

system was eye based during the introduction. Thereafter,

the participant was encouraged to experience the system.

To test for intuitiveness, we evaluated the amount of

instructions (or guidance) that users needed to comprehend

the operation correctly. We predefined the instructions into

five stages. Table 1 lists the instruction protocol and the

number of participants who needed the levels. The

researcher started off by inviting participants to stand in

front of the display (hence, giving L1 instruction) and then

prompted the participant for their perceived interaction

model. If the participant answered incorrectly or required

further guidance, the researcher gradually revealed the next

level and prompted the participants again. This continued

until the participant realised the correct operation or the

whole set of instructions was revealed.

Fig. 3 (Field study 1) a GazeHorizon event browser interface. b An illustration of the study set-up
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After experiencing our system, we interviewed the

participants for qualitative feedback. We first asked a set of

predefined questions and then further prompted them with

probing questions for detailed explanation.

5.3 Results

In total, we invited 30 passers-by (8 females). Seven par-

ticipants wore glasses, and five of them removed their glasses

during the study. The participant stood at an average distance

of 120 cm (SD ¼ 10) away from the display. At this dis-

tance, our system captured the participant’s face at an

average resolution of 245 9 245 px (SD ¼ 40).

5.3.1 Levels of guidance required

In total, twenty-six participants successfully comprehended

the operation, and twenty-four of them acknowledged that

it was easy to figure out.

Ten participants required only level 1 instruction. They

commented that the system was ‘‘easy’’, ‘‘self-explana-

tory’’, ‘‘just look at the events... and focus on what I want to

read’’. They explained that they realised the system was

eye-based when they noticed the movement of the content

corresponded to the movement of their eyes. For instance, a

participant reported that ‘‘[the picture] moved when my

eyes moved’’.

Eleven participants needed up to the level 2 instruction.

They explained that eye-based input was uncommon. For

example, a participant said ‘‘I felt something is moving;

however, I am not sure what [the system] reacts to.’’ Six

participants first attempted to touch the screen, wave their

hands or use body gestures. They imagined the system was

‘‘motion-based’’ because they were aware of existing

motion capture technology (e.g. Kinect). However, after

we revealed that the system was eye based, the interaction

became ‘‘obvious’’. The participants mentioned that the

level 2 instruction was important, as it eliminated them

from attempting to use their body for interactions.

Five participants needed up to level 3 instruction. When

they looked at the displayed information, they turned their

head to face towards it. After they were told to keep their

head still and face towards the centre of the display, the

participants realised the system reacted to eye movements.

Four participants failed to use our system. Two of them

could not understand the interaction model, even full

instructions were given. Post-study analysis revealed that

one participant failed because the system failed to detect

his pupil centre. Also, one participant declined to retry after

a failed attempt.

5.3.2 Users’ perceived control

From the interview, seventeen participants perceived that

they were in control of the system and it responded accu-

rately. However, eight participants felt that the display

information was jittery and the system had delays, which

prohibited them to apprehend the event information. Some

participants criticised that it was ‘‘unnatural to keep the

head still’’, because they intuitively turned their head to

face the direction to where they paid attention.

We prompted the participants to explain their perceived

interaction model of the system. Five people anticipated

that more information was beyond the display border, so

they fixated on the corner/edge to scroll for more infor-

mation. The majority realised that a fixation at the centre of

the display would stop the scrolling. Five participants

acknowledged that the scrolling speed increased as they

looked further away from the centre of the display. Eight

people responded that they scrolled the timeline by moving

their eyes left or right. They comprehended eye movement

as a triggering action for scrolling, but neglected the speed

difference.

Some participants mentioned that they imagined their

gaze as a pointer. When they looked at a displayed object,

they expected visual feedback, like ‘‘highlight’’ or ‘‘mag-

nification’’. Other participants explained that they used the

displayed objects (e.g. pictures, titles of events) or the

screen edges and corners as visual stimuli for gaze fixation.

5.3.3 Three patterns of user operation

We observed three different ways of how the participants

used our application. The majority of the participants’

Table 1 (Field study 1) Five

levels of guidance we provided

to our participants, in ascending

order

Instruction levels and hints Count

L1 Stand in front of the display. 10

L2 The system reacts to eyes. 11

L3 Keep head still, face towards the display, and move eyes only. 5

L4 Look specifically at each event object. 0

L5 Look at an event object and follow it. The object stops in the centre. 0

* Failed to use the system after all five levels were revealed 4

The count column indicates the number of participants who needed up to that level of instruction to

determine the interaction of GazeHorizon
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perceived concept was in line with the interaction model

we designed. They preferred to read detailed information

from the centre of the display. One participant related this

to his desktop; he arranged items (e.g. windows and icons)

in the centre for a better viewing.

The second pattern was acknowledged by six partici-

pants. They sometimes read short sentences immediately as

they entered the display from the side. However, a few

participants found that ‘‘it was disturbing’’ trying to read

moving information, which easily caused them to lose focus.

Even though the information was moving, as the partici-

pants followed it towards the centre, the information slowed

down and eventually became stationary. They can then read

the information. Also, if users turn their head to look

towards the side, the scrolling will halt, because the system

could no longer detect the presence of a frontal face looking

towards the screen. This inherently allows the participants to

read information on the side by turning their head.

The third pattern was identified by two participants.

They found that the system was difficult to control, even

though they were fully informed of the instructions. They

got distracted easily by moving objects, so they often

moved their eyes to look for new information on the dis-

play. As a result, the interaction model failed because the

participants did not fixate on the centre to stop the scrol-

ling. This is essentially the midas touch problem. The

scrolling action is triggered unintentionally and causes user

frustration.

5.3.4 Alternative interactions discovered by users

Surprisingly, five participants discovered that they can

fixate on the centre of the display and slightly turn their

head; ‘‘the movement of the picture is synchronised with

head movement’’. This is similar to Mardanbegi et al.’s

head gestures technique [9]. After a few trials, the partic-

ipants acknowledged that ‘‘[the system] was less respon-

sive to head turning and they could not focus on what they

wanted to see.

Also, a participant suggested that she could stop scrol-

ling by looking downward, such as staring at the event’s

date at the bottom. Looking downward caused her eyes to

be occluded by her eye lids and eye lashes, so the system

stopped detecting her eyes.

5.4 Summary

From this study, we found that many people are unaware of

gaze as an input modality for large display navigation. Our

results revealed that L2 and L3 instructions are vital for

communicating the gaze interactivity. Thus, we translated

these levels into visual labels and embedded the labels in

the interface for our next study.

6 Field study 2: testing interactive guidance

Our aim is to design a stand-alone application, where users

interpret the interaction solely based on information given

on the interface. From field study 1, we learned that users

needed three levels of guidance: (1) position (stand in front

of the display), (2) eye input (the system reacts to users’

eyes) and (3) head orientation (keep head facing forward

and move eyes only). We embedded these three levels as

visual cues on the interface for instructing users.

Previous research showed that textual information was

very effective in enticing interaction on public displays [6],

so we added the instructions as text labels. To further

attract users’ attention, we added pulsing effect (where

labels enlarged and reduced continuously) [12]. The sys-

tem presents visual cues in multiple stages for interactive

assistance (see Fig. 4).

6.1 Set-up and method

We conducted a second field study to test whether users can

translate the visual cues into user operation. We deployed

our system in the reception area of a university research

building. We used a 55-inch LED display, positioned at a

height of 170 cm above ground, and a web camera was

placed on the top edge, in the middle, of the display. We

only invited novice users who did not participate in our

earlier study. The conversations between the researchers

and the participants were strictly limited to invitation, and

we provided no assistance. Two members of our research

team conducted the study, one for inviting passers-by and

the other for interviewing participants with an exit survey.

6.2 Results

We conducted the field study over a 2-day period. In total,

35 passers-by (aged between 18 to 41, plus a child) tested

our interface; 6 failed to use the system due to: strabismus

(crossed eyes), myopia (blurred vision without corrective

lenses), wearing tinted glasses, standing too close to the

screen, not noticing the visual cues and a child whose

height was too short. Interviews revealed that most of the

participants found the visual cues informative—especially

the ‘‘Look Here’’ label, but suggested that it was only

needed for a short duration—and helped them to realise the

interaction very quickly. They commented that the

instructions were ‘‘clear’’ and ‘‘self-explanatory’’. Two

users mentioned that the ‘‘Hair should not obstruct eyes’’

label was helpful for people with long hair fringe. Also, the

pulsing effect naturally drew their attention, and it was

very efficient for communicating interactivity.

We found that the majority of the participants followed the

displayed instruction correctly. In general, the first two levels
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of information (see Fig. 4a, b) were crucial for apprehending

the correct interaction. If no errors occurred, the visual cues for

correcting guidance (see Fig. 4c, d) did not appear. A few

users commented that some of the textual messages were too

long and suggested further improvement could include

graphical guidance (e.g. pictures) or simplified textual infor-

mation (e.g. shortening phrases or highlighting keywords).

6.2.1 Floor marker versus on-screen distance information

As described in an earlier section, the distance of how far a

user stands from the camera affects the tracking of the user’s

eyes. During our pilot test, the initial interface gave no pre-

cise information of how far and where the users should stand

(see Fig. 4a). We noticed that our pilot users often stood too

far (over two metres) away from the screen, so the system

failed to detect their presence and remained non-interactive.

This never occurred in the previous study as the set-up was

different and a researcher gave assistance. To help users

positioning themselves, this study also tested two approaches

(see Fig. 5): (a) using a floor marker, by placing a ‘‘Stand

Here’’ sign on the floor; b providing an explicit distance

information on-screen, where the display showed a label

informing users to stand at a distance of one metre away.

Fig. 4 (Field study 2) Stages of visual cues. a Position: In the first

stage, the interface displays a message to invite users to stand in front

of the display. b Eye input: Once the system detects the presence of a

person, it displays ‘‘look here’’ labels, which indicates at where the

user should look. Corrective guidance: c If the system detects the user

is not facing forward (e.g. the head is turned), the system displays a

‘‘keep head facing forward’’ message. Also, d if the system detects

the user’s face, but not the eyes, the system assumes that something is

occluding the eyes or the user is too far. The interface suggests the

user to ensure their eyes are not occluded and to step closer when the

detected face is too small

Fig. 5 (Field study 2) User positioning. a During the first day, we

placed a foot marker on the floor, at a distance of 1 m from the screen.

b On the second day, we removed the marker, and the interface

displayed a big green arrow with a message saying ‘‘Stand about 1 m

in front of the arrow’’. c A user testing our interface
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During the first day of the study, we used a floor marker

for helping users to position themselves. Some participants

initially ignored the floor marker and only realised it later

when they looked down. This indicates that people easily

noticed the visual cues on the display, but not the cues on

the floor level. On the second day, we removed the floor

marker and the interface explicitly displayed the distance.

This was more effective. All the participants noticed the

cue, but required longer time for adjusting themselves to

the correct distance and position.

For our next study, we decided to use an on-screen

visual cue for assisting users to position themselves. It

further has the benefit that the system is pure software

based, which makes deployment simpler.

6.3 Summary

This study confirmed our translation of the minimum

required levels from Field study 1 to interactive visual cues

on the user interface. Our study showed that many people

were able to follow a sequence of guidance labels on the

display to figure out the interaction of GazeHorizon. Fur-

thermore, we also learned that all visual guidance should

be shown on the display (on the same level as the user’s

field of vision), otherwise labels placed outside the display

could be unnoticed.

7 Field study 3: GazeHorizon in the wild

To understand how people unaidedly use our system, the

objective of this study is to determine the general effects of

GazeHorizon on passers-by in an ecologically valid setting.

To maintain validity, we neither invited, interfered nor

advised the passers-by; instead, participants were enticed

purely by the interface.

7.1 Deployment, set-up and data collection

We implemented GazeHorizon as a browser of latest

movies, and we deployed the system in the lobby of a

university building, in Germany. Many people passed

through this area everyday. They were mainly university

students, staff and visitors. We used a 45-inch display,

positioned at a height of 170 cm above ground, and we

mounted a web camera on top of the display. To assist

users positioning themselves, we added a mirrored video

feed, overlaid with a face outline, on the interface (Fig. 6).

Using video feed helped to communicate interactivity of

the display [13].

During deployment, the system logged anonymous data

of users’ eye images and timestamped system events. We

placed a video recorder opposite to the screen for capturing

user behaviours. After the users finished their interaction, a

Fig. 6 (Field study 3) In-the-wild deployment. a GazeHorizon was

deployed in a lobby of a university building. b Initial interface before

optimisation. A large green arrow was used to attract user attention,

and a mirrored video feed was displayed to help users to position

themselves. Users often looked down to view the mirror image, which

slowed down the detection. c After initial optimisation, we moved the

mirrored video feed to the central region. d We also amended the

interface by adding a ‘‘Face position OK’’ label for constant face

alignment feedback
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member of the research team approached the users for

feedback. In the post-study analysis, two researchers

independently analysed the log data, the recorded videos

and the interview recordings.

We adopted Schmidt et al.’s two-phase deployment

approach [17]: Optimisation and Testing. During days 1

and 2 (optimisation), we performed several iterations of

improving the interface according to our observations and

users’ feedback. During days 3 and 4 (testing), the proto-

type was not modified, and we conducted detailed inter-

views with users.

7.2 Interface optimisation

During the first 2 days, we interviewed 46 users for qual-

itative feedback. We asked the users of the issues that they

encountered and for suggestions for improvement. Based

on the issues reported by the users and those we observed,

we made amendments to the interface. This was done

iteratively until a sufficient number of users were able to

use the system.

In our initial interface, the mirrored video feed was

positioned at the bottom of the screen (see Fig. 6b). When

the users looked down, their eye lashes/lids often occluded

their eyes, which prevented the system from detecting their

pupil centres and eye corners. This inherently slowed down

the system detection. We resolved this by moving the video

feed to the centre of the display (see Fig. 6c).

Also, the original video feed was constantly shown at

the bottom of the screen. Some users criticised that it was

distracting. We changed the video feed to disappear after a

user’s face was aligned correctly. However, without the

video, the users reported that they were unsure of whether

their face was still aligned correctly. To provide constant

feedback, we added a ‘‘Face position OK’’ label on the top

region of the screen (see Fig. 6d). This label only disap-

peared if the user’s face was out of alignment. Other minor

changes include changing the colour of labels to give

higher contrast.

7.3 Findings

The log data revealed a total of 129 interaction instances,

where each instance contains a full episode of uninter-

rupted use, either by one or by more users [15]. Of the

instances, 107 triggered continuous scrolling, with a mean

interaction time of 67.1 s (SD = 54.2 s). Figure 7 shows a

histogram of the interaction time. Most users interacted

with our system for between 20 and 80 s. We were sur-

prised that one user spent over five minutes. She explained

that she really enjoyed movies, and she spent most of the

interaction time reading the synopsis. From the moment

when the system detected users’ presence, on average, the

users required 4.8 s (SD = 8.5 s) to align their face into

the correct position and 7.2 s (SD = 11.0 s) to perform a

scroll (also measured from the same beginning moment).

Over the entire interaction duration, the users spent 27.0 %

(SD = 15.1%) of the time for scrolling the content.

During the optimisation phase, we interviewed 46

users, and 35 of them (76.0 %) reported that they were

able to use the system for scrolling information. This rate

increased after optimisation. We interviewed 41 users

during the testing phase, and 35 of them (85.4 %) reported

that they were able to scroll the content. Over the 4-day

period, we observed 20 users who wore glasses, and 9 of

them were still able to use our system without removing

their glasses.

7.3.1 Group behaviour and sharing experience

Passers-by sometimes approached our system in groups,

but usually one person interacted with our system at a

time. People were more willing to try if they saw another

person successfully used the system. If a user was able to

comprehend the interaction, the user would encourage

other members to experience the system, so the group

were more likely to try. Also, people in a group helped

others by pointing to or reading out the displayed

instructions.

We observed the honeypot effect [2]. Passers-by became

curious after noticing someone using GazeHorizon (see

Fig. 8). Spectators first positioned themselves behind the

user and observed from a distance, without disturbing the

user. When the user noticed people were observing, the

user often explained the interaction and invited the obser-

vers to try. We noticed instances where strangers engaged

in short conversations to discuss about the operation of our

system.

7.3.2 Interacting with GazeHorizon display

The textual label ‘‘Control the screen with your eyes’’ gave

an obvious hint to users that the system is eye-based
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interactive. The majority of users realised the interaction

by noticing the movement of content when they looked at

the display. Several people explained that the movie ima-

ges first attracted their attention, and then, they realised the

interaction model when the pictures moved. For example,

‘‘followed it [a movie’s picture] until the article [the syn-

opsis] got slower ... in the centre it stopped’’. Some users

commented that they got comfortable with the system very

quickly, and after 2–3 scrolling attempts, they realised that

they did not need to stare at the ‘‘look here’’ label for

scrolling content.

A few users explained that they were attracted by the

novelty effect of ‘‘using eyes to control’’ scrolling. They

were mainly interested in experiencing the new form of

interaction and attempted the system to seek for different

effects, for example, ‘‘it scrolls faster when look more to

the sides’’. Other users who were interested in movies

usually browsed through the entire content and interacted

with the system for much longer.

Currently, gaze is still an uncommon modality, and

many people are unfamiliar with using their eyes for

interaction. When our users first approached the system,

they sometimes did not read all the displayed cues, so they

did not immediately know that the system was controlled

by eye movement. Without knowing it was eye based,

some people waved their hands to attempt to interact with

the system (see Fig. 9a, b). After the users noticed no

responses, they would then read the displayed cues and

follow the given instructions. However, some users were

impatient and abandoned further attempts after seeing no

responses.

Although our system was designed only for scrolling

content, some people expected the content to be selectable.

We noticed that, after some users had successfully scrolled

the content, they touched the screen in an attempt to trigger

a selection (see Fig. 9c). Interviewees suggested using

double touch, head nodding, facial expression (e.g. open

mouth), blinks or winks, as well as stare at an object for a

few seconds (i.e. dwell time), to activate a selection. Also,

for some users, even though they knew the interaction was

eye based, they attempted to use touch and swipe gesture to

control the content (see Fig. 9d). Two users suggested

‘‘vertical scrolling’’ for more text when the content stops in

the centre.

7.3.3 Common causes of failure

We analysed instances where users failed to scroll. We

noticed that many instances were caused by people

standing at the wrong location (see Fig. 10a, b). For

instance, some users stood too far away from the camera;

some noticed the video feed but did not want to be

recorded, so they stood out of the camera focus. Either

way, the camera failed to detect the users’ presence.

Another cause of failure was that, instead moving eyes,

users turned their head towards the sides (see Fig. 10c).

Although the interface indicated that users should keep

their head facing forward, people sometimes missed that

Fig. 8 (Field study 3) Honeypot

effect. a Two passers-by

observed a user. b The user

explained the interaction. c The

passers-by tried the system

Fig. 9 (Field study 3) Users’

expected interactions. a, b Users

attempted to interact with the

system by waving their hands.

c A user attempted to make a

selection by touching the

screen. d A user attempted to

scroll content by performing a

touch and swipe gesture
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guidance label. Other common causes included: missed

displayed labels, impatience due to system delays, could

not see without glasses, and failure detection of user’s

face/eyes.

7.3.4 Self positioning

When novice users approached our system, they intu-

itively realised that they needed to align their face to the

outline of the video feed. Although a label explicitly

informed the user to stand one metre away from the

display, interviews revealed that users had no reference

for estimating the one-metre length. Instead, they judged

their position by aligning their face. The users explained

that they used the video feed for reference, as it provided

real-time feedback.

When users positioned themselves, they were often able

to stand correctly in the middle but too far away from the

display. People stepped back and forth to adjust their dis-

tance and then fine-tuned by leaning/tilting their body,

without moving their feet. Tall users tended to bend their

upper body or their knees to lower their height, while

shorter users lifted their heels (see Fig. 10d, e). We

observed an instance where children jumped up and down

to align their faces. To accommodate different height, the

system can use a camera with a wider vertical angle for

detecting users.

7.4 Users’ feedback

We generally received positive feedback such as ‘‘very

promising’’, ‘‘useful’’,‘‘good for when hands are dirty and

busy’’ and ‘‘great for the disabled’’. The majority of users

felt the system was ‘‘really easy’’, ‘‘very fast to get used to

how it works’’, and the instructions were ‘‘clear and

helpful’’. Some users commented that the scrolling inter-

action was ‘‘logical’’. They felt the system managed to

‘‘captured [their] attention’’ and the content ‘‘changed with

[their] view’’.

Some users pointed out that the system was ‘‘a bit slow

with glasses’’, ‘‘works better when glasses were removed,

but not effective as not able to read’’. This was expected, as

the shape of glasses frame can affect the face and eye

detection. Other users also mentioned ‘‘need to be patient’’,

‘‘takes too much time to make it [the content] move to the

centre’’. Delays varied between persons and also depend on

lighting condition. The system works best in a bright

environment.

7.4.1 Privacy concerns

In the testing phase, we prompted the users about pri-

vacy concerns while using GazeHorizon. The majority

(34/41) reported that they were comfortable with using

their eyes for scrolling information in public and did not

perceive any privacy risks. Among those who were

concerned (4 reported ‘‘Yes’’ and 3 ‘‘uncertain’’), they

noticed the web camera and they were worried about

how the captured images were stored and used. They

explained that it is acceptable if the data and their

identity were not revealed publicly, but they preferred to

have an option for opting out from being recorded. Also,

the displayed content can impact their sense of privacy.

One person particularly mentioned that information about

movies was acceptable; however, other types of content

(added with gaze information) may reveal personal

interests unwantedly.

7.5 Lessons learned from GazeHorizon deployment

From the deployment, we confirmed that by providing

intuitive guidance novice users were able to control a

GazeHorizon display without prior training, and we learned

that:

Fig. 10 (Field study 3) Examples of users’ patterns of interaction. Common causes of failure: a standing on the side of the display. b Standing

too far from the display. c Turned head to look at the side. Height adjustment: d a short user lifted her feet. e A tall user bent his knees
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• Some users who could not use the system mentioned

that they did not notice that the system reacts to gaze.

Letting users know that the system reacts to eye

movement at first glance is crucial. Knowing this up

front helps users to eliminate attempts of other

modalities, such as touch or gestures, and makes it

easier for users to interpret the control of GazeHorizon

during their first attempt.

• We observed that users lose patience very quickly.

Some people abandoned further attempts if they see no

immediate system response from their first action, and

this is similar to the findings reported by Marshall

et al. [10].

• The mirror image was more effective than text labels to

assist users positioning themselves, as it provides real-

time reference for users to perceive their position.

8 Discussion

Deploying eye tracking systems in the wild has long been a

great challenge due to tedious set-up and adaptation to

individual users. Our work makes three contributions to

overcome this challenge. (1) GazeHorizon is a stand-alone

vision-based software solution that only requires a single

web camera mounted on the display. This simplifies

deployment, as it requires minimum hardware set-up. (2)

We present a robust person-independent method for sup-

porting gaze interaction. Our field studies tested with over

a hundred users and many of them could use our system.

This demonstrates its real-world practicality. (3) Whereas

conventional eye trackers mainly detect eyes, our vision-

based system also detects other useful information based

on the users’ actions. For example, GazeHorizon tracks

whether a user is approaching our system, and whether the

user’s head is turned. Our system interprets this context

information to present dynamic guidance to assist the user

in real time. Overall, we believe that vision-based gaze

interactive system has a great potential for wide adoption

as long as it achieves robustness in the real world.

8.1 Relative gaze mapping for rate-controlled

navigation

While conventional eye tracking methods map gaze to

absolute screen locations, we employed a relative mapping

approach that provides different interaction experiences.

Although relative mapping does not detect where on the

screen users look at, our users’ feedback revealed that they

felt the system captured their view. This confirms our

design that relative mapping can provide a robust illusion

of display response to what the user looks at.

In absolute mapping, the reference is device centric to

the screen space. Any error in estimated gaze direction will

affect the user experience, as the display response will be

relative to a screen position that differs from what the user

actually looks at. In contrast, a relative mapping as adopted

in GazeHorizon provides a user experience that is robust to

inaccuracies in gaze estimation. An error in the estimate

effects the scrolling speed but the user’s illusion of content-

of-interest moving to the centre of the display is robustly

maintained.

8.2 Bootstrapping gaze interaction with interactive

guidance

Eye movements are subtle. From our observations during

the studies, users cannot learn gaze-based interaction by

purely observing other users; instead, the learning process

requires guidance. The guidance could be provided by

either an experienced user explaining the interaction or

interface guidance on the display. An experienced user

could provide direct feedback and explanations; however,

this relies on the experienced user understanding the

interaction correctly. An alternative is via interactive

guidance. We avoided to add explicit instructions; instead,

we provided guided assistance when the system detects an

anomaly. We believe that this is more effective and

potentially reduces the cognitive load of users, as they

discover the interaction model by exploring the interface at

their own pace, and the guided assistance can help to

prevent misconceptions and to correct user errors.

We learned that the ‘‘look here’’ label naturally captured

users’ attention. Although the intention of the users was

primarily to look at the label, the action activated scrolling

as an after-effect with no extra cost. From a novice user’s

perspective, the scrolling can be seen as an effect of his eye

movement, which helps the user to conceptualise the

activation of scrolling. We believe that the initial user

experience was rather implicit; however, the interaction

may become more explicit once the user understands the

interaction. A few interviewees explained that once they

learned the interaction, they explicitly moved their eyes to

the sides for scrolling. Even though our interface did not

provide any guidance for stopping the scrolling, somehow

all of our participants self-discovered this operation.

From our field studies, we realised that there are many

unpredictable factors that could hinder the tracking of

users’ eyes, such as unpredictable user behaviours. Causes

of failure were often due to users standing too far away, in

an incorrect position, wearing glasses or their eyes were

occluded by their hair. They could be corrected by giving

appropriate interactive guidance based on specific aspects.

We realised that if users are aware of a particular reason

that causes the system to stop tracking their eyes, the users
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are generally cooperative and willing to adjust themselves,

like removing glasses, stepping closer. However, we

observed an interesting behaviour that sometimes after

users noticed the display, they would step away or stand on

one side of the display to observe for a period of time. We

consider this behaviour as mirror image avoidance:

although users were curious to experience the system, they

might deliberately position themselves to avoid being

shown on the ‘‘mirror image’’. In some cases, users even

moved around while kept looking at the display. This could

be due to the users not knowing that the mirror image will

disappear and they did not want to be recorded.

8.3 Group interaction

We implemented GazeHorizon as a single-user application.

In our in-the-wild deployment, we observed that users in

groups took turns to interact with the display individually.

Nonetheless, applications in public spaces pose an issue of

sharing an interaction space among multiple users.

GazeHorizon could overcome this by distinguishing indi-

vidual users from their faces and pairs of eyes, and the

screen could be divided into multiple regions to support

simultaneous interaction of multiple users in parallel.

However, this inherently prohibits collaborations where

users share the same screen space. A great challenge is thus

to design interaction for group collaboration and to min-

imise confusions and conflicts between users. For example,

a user might mistake that an action on the display was

triggered by his gaze input, while the action was in fact

triggered by another user. This leads to several open ques-

tions: How can we design interactions that give users a

better perception of gaze control among multiple users?

Also, when multiple users are involved, they are not aware

of each other’s eye movement; how can we design interface

that promotes eye-based group collaboration?

8.4 Limitations

Our system only supports horizontal scrolling. We believe

that further advances in computer vision could improve the

expressiveness of GazeHorizon and extend the system to

track vertical eye movement. This would allow scrolling of

2D content, e.g. maps and high-resolution images. We also

envision that eye movements and facial expressions (e.g.

emotions) can be combined to support richer user interaction.

Although we learned that placing visual stimulus can

attract users’ gaze attention, this could lead users to move

their eyes, to turn their head, or both. Some users are not

aware that the system reacts to eye movement initially, so

they naturally turn their head to face towards the direction

of their interest. Our system tolerates a small degree (30�)
of head turning. If the head turned a small angle, screen

objects still scroll but slower because the PCR is reduced.

For large head turning, scrolling will not be triggered as the

system cannot detect the users’ eyes. Our results show that

by providing appropriate interactive guidance, people were

able to understand and adjust themselves to accommodate

the limitation.

Our work is the first to demonstrate that gaze input can

be used in public settings. Our studies show that novice

users can easily apprehend the interaction of GazeHorizon.

However, we have only explored the use of gaze; future

work can compare or combine gaze with different types of

input for public displays, such as combining gaze with head

orientation.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented GazeHorizon, a vision-based

system that enables spontaneous gaze-based interaction on

public displays. It employs a single camera and computer

vision for person-independent tracking of horizontal gaze

direction. We mapped this to rate-controlled navigation of

horizontally arranged content. We conducted a succession

of field studies and observed over 190 users (interviewed

over 150 of them) to understand what guidance people

require to discover the interaction of GazeHorizon. We

evolved the system to provide visual cues and interactive

assistance to bootstrap gaze interaction with unaware users.

Finally, we deployed GazeHorizon ‘‘in the wild’’, where we

neither invited nor assisted passers-by. The results showed

that a large number of novice users successfully used

GazeHorizon and were able to comprehend the interaction

unassisted. Our work shows that it is possible to integrate

spontaneous gaze-based interaction in public settings, and

we believe that the work provides a foundation for the

investigation of eye-based technology for public displays.

We envision that gaze interactivity will enhance people’s

experience of acquiring public information, for example

visitors viewing panoramic pictures in photographic exhi-

bitions or scrolling a timeline in history museums, as well as

customers browsing catalogues in retail shops.
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